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Abstract

We propose Subject-Conditional Relation Detection

(SCoRD), where conditioned on an input subject, the goal

is to predict all its relations to other objects in a scene

along with their locations. Based on the Open Images

dataset, we propose a challenging OIv6-SCoRD benchmark

such that the training and testing splits have a distribution

shift in terms of the occurrence statistics of hsubject, re-

lation, objecti triplets. To solve this problem, we propose

an auto-regressive model that given a subject, it predicts

its relations, objects, and object locations by casting this

output as a sequence of tokens. First, we show that previ-

ous scene-graph prediction methods fail to produce as ex-

haustive an enumeration of relation-object pairs when con-

ditioned on a subject on this benchmark. Particularly, we

obtain a recall@3 of 83.8% for our relation-object predic-

tions compared to the 49.75% obtained by a recent scene

graph detector. Then, we show improved generalization on

both relation-object and object-box predictions by leverag-

ing during training relation-object pairs obtained automat-

ically from textual captions and for which no object-box an-

notations are available. Particularly, for hsubject, relation,

objecti triplets for which no object locations are available

during training, we are able to obtain a recall@3 of 33.80%

for relation-object pairs and 26.75% for their box locations.

1. Introduction

Scene Graph Generation (SGG) in computer vision com-
monly refers to the task of predicting the class and locations
for all possible objects along with the relations between
them. A variety of methods have been introduced in the
past years that attempt this task with increasingly accurate
results [1, 5, 8, 9, 22, 30, 35, 45, 47–51]. However, predict-
ing or annotating every possible hsubject, relation, objecti
triplet for every subject in an image, especially under an
open-vocabulary setting becomes increasingly impractical.
In this work, we instead focus on subject-conditional rela-

*A portion of this work was done during Ziyan Yang’s internship at
Adobe Research.
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Figure 1. We cast subject-conditional relation detection (SCoRD)
as a sequence decoding task where given an input subject in an
image, we predict relation-object predicates and their locations.
We also demonstrate how to leverage ungrounded training samples
extracted from parsing textual captions. These samples are easier
to obtain than fully grounded samples and have a potentially wider
coverage of relation-object pairs.

tion detection (SCoRD) and show that we can generalize to
an open-vocabulary setting through extra text annotations.

Many pairwise relations between objects in a scene
might be unnecessary for applications where we want to
focus only on a given object of interest –a subject– and
its predicates. Consider an image such as the one shown
at the top of Figure 1, if we want to crop the person in
this picture to create a composite in a different background,
we might want to crop the person along with objects that
the person interacts with, such as the guitar, the harmon-
ica, the hat, and the glasses. We denote the task of find-
ing objects and predicates that relate to a given subject as
Subject-Conditional Relation Detection (SCoRD). We pro-
pose a challenging benchmark based on the Open Images
dataset such that models trained on our provided training
split can not easily take advantage of priors in the highly
skewed distribution of hsubject, relation, objecti triplets.
We provide a strong baseline and additionally demonstrate
how we can tackle the prediction of relation-object pairs
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that are unseen during training by leveraging an external
dataset containing text annotations.

We propose SCoRDNet, a model that is trained to pre-
dict given an input image and a subject, a relation-object
pair along with the object location auto-regressively. At
test time, we use a Two-step decoding approach to gener-
ate a diverse set of relation-object pairs for a given test in-
put image-subject pair. Figure 2 shows an overview of this
model. SCoRDNet can leverage during training images an-
notated only with textual captions to improve its capabilites
on rare or unseen hsubject, relation, objecti triplets. For
example, even when our training data contains no anno-
tations for holding umbrella, we can augment the training
data with image-text data to provide an un-grounded exam-
ple for holding umbrella; Due to our unified decoding, our
model has the ability to not only predict but also provide
accurate grounding in the form of a bounding box location
for holding umbrella during inference. Figure 1 shows an
overview of the inputs and outputs of our model during test
time, as well as the two types of annotated samples that
it can leverage during training: Fully grounded samples
where relation-object pairs as well as object locations are
provided, and text-augmented samples where the images
are also annotated with image captions, which potentially
mention a larger set of object categories than datasets that
are fully annotated with hsubject, relation, objecti triplets.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a new setting for relationship prediction,

called Subject-Conditional Relation Detection (SCoRD),
which consists of enumerating relations, objects, and
boxes conditioned on an input subject in an image.

• We propose OIv6-SCoRD, a challenging benchmark that
contains a training split and a set of testing splits, such
that models trained on this dataset are not able to easily
take advantage of the statistical distribution of hsubject,
relation, objecti triplets.

• We propose SCoRDNet and conduct extensive experi-
ments under different levels of supervision, demonstrat-
ing that our model can ground objects for new relation-
object pairs with only additional text supervision. More-
over, we compare to prior general scene-graph genera-
tion (SSG) models by conditioning them on a subject and
demonstrate the advantages of SCoRDNet.

2. Related Work

Our work is related to prior work on general scene-graph
detection, and human-object interaction, and in terms of
technical contributions to a few works on general object
detection by sequence prediction and vision-language pre-
training with grounded inputs.
Visual Relation Detection. In this task, the model is given
an image and expected to produce outputs consisting of all
the subject-predicate-object triplets along with their bound-

ing boxes. There have been many works tackling this chal-
lenging problem [1, 5, 9, 30, 45, 47–51]. Many existing
frameworks rely on two steps: First, using object detec-
tors to extract candidate objects with bounding boxes; and
then, proposing specific methods to predict relations be-
tween objects. A recent method, RelTR [8] uses a sin-
gle stage by integrating an end-to-end object detector. Our
work focuses instead on selective but exhaustive prediction
of relation-object pairs conditioned on a subject. In order to
compare with the previous literature, we use publicly avail-
able implementations of Neural Motif [48] and RelTR [8]
and evaluate them in a subject conditioned setting. We
compare against these representative one-stage and two-
stage scene graph prediction methods by re-training our
model under the same training conditions. The Human-
Object Interaction Detection task (HOI-det) is a special case
of Visual Relation Detection when the subjects are peo-
ple [13–15,18–21,35,41,42]. Our SCoRD task also aims to
detect related objects given an input subject but our subjects
are not limited to instances of people.
Object Locations as Tokens. Our proposed SCoRDNet
model leverages auto-regressive sequence prediction and
predicts relation-object pairs and box locations by consid-
ering the box locations as additional discrete output tokens
in a sequence. Some recent works have shown the effec-
tiveness of encoding object box coordinates as discrete to-
kens [7, 39, 43, 44]. Tan et al [39] predicts box locations to
compositionally generate a scene by discretizing the output
space. Chen et al [7] considers object detection as a lan-
guage modeling task by generating bounding box coordi-
nates as text tokens conditioned on input images and previ-
ously predicted tokens. UniTAB [43] solves multiple tasks
by using both text and box tokens as supervision. In the
context, of vision-language pre-training, Yao et al [44] re-
cently proposed PEVL which incorporates grounded input
text in its training image-text pairs by encoding object box
locations as discrete tokens. We build upon this idea to in-
corporate a decoding transformer that also predicts discrete
object-location tokens.
Visual Grounding. These methods aim to localize an arbi-
trary input text given an input image and are often framed as
referring expression comprehension [2,16,24,31,33,36,46].
Recent methods such as GLIP [28] and MDETR [23] have
impressive general capabilities in their ability to localize ar-
bitrary textual input and can be used as open vocabulary
object detectors. Our work also aims to localize objects,
however, our goal is to selectively detect objects that are
related to a given subject, and also assign a label to the rela-
tion. In one of our experiments, we adopt GLIP to produce
noisy annotations for input subjects in images that only have
textual caption annotations and for comparing our method
against a recent work that predicts relations but does not
localize objects [32].
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Figure 2. Here we show an overview of SCoRDNet. On the left we show how we handle fully grounded training samples consisting of a
hsubject, relation, objecti triplet for which a box location is available for both the subject and the object. On the right, we show how we
handle a training sample for which we only have a hsubject, relation, objecti triplet but no object location is available. In the second case,
we do not backpropagate gradients through the prediction heads corresponding to object location coordinates although the model often
makes reasonable predictions based on parameter sharing with other similar samples that are fully annotated.

3. Problem Definition

Let the inputs to our task be image I and target subject
s along with its corresponding box location bs. Our goal in
this work is to predict a set of all possible relations, object,
and object locations:

{hr, o, boi s.t. 9hs, r, oi 2 ⇧I}, (1)

where ⇧I is an enumeration of all valid relation triplets
in input image I , and bo is the box location corresponding to
object o. In this work, we propose a model � such that we
can sample output relation-object predictions from a model
trained to predict a distribution over all possible values as
follows:

hr, o, boi ⇠ �(I, s, bs). (2)
By sampling multiple times from this model, we can ob-

tain an arbitrary set of predictions {hrj , oj , boj i}. For ref-
erence, scene graph generation methods aim to generate a
full list of subject, relation, objects along with their loca-
tions, i.e. hs, bs, r, o, boi. However, the general scene graph
generation (SGG) setup often limits the number of object
categories for s, r, and o. In our setup, s, r and o are open-
vocabulary and modeled as text, so they can potentially sup-
port an arbitrary set of objects and relations.

4. Benchmark

We construct a test benchmark for subject-conditional
relation detection based on the Open Images v6 (OIv6)
dataset [26] which contains fully grounded hsubject, rela-
tion, objecti triplets for a diverse array of object categories.
We select training and testing splits so that models trained
on this benchmark can not rely on the highly skewed statis-
tics of naturally occurring hsubject, relation, objecti triplets.

4.1. Data

We use two types of supervision: First, fully-grounded
data that contains hsubject, relation, objecti triplets with
corresponding box locations for both subjects and objects,
and a second type of samples that contain noisy hsubject,
relation, objecti triplets extracted automatically from tex-
tual image captions but for which no object locations are
available (ungrounded samples).

Fully-grounded Data: We use a combination of Vi-
sual Genome [25], Flickr30k [33] and Open Images V6
(OIv6) [26]. Visual Genome has 100k images annotated
with 2.3M relations between objects with annotated box
locations. Flickr30k contains 30k images with bound-
ing boxes annotated with corresponding referring expres-
sions. We use a language dependency parser [17] to ex-
tract hsubject, relation, objecti triplets from these expres-
sions, and map them to phrase bounding boxes. Open Im-
ages has 526k images with annotations for subjects, objects,
relations and boxes. However, many of the relation-object
pairs are relations of the type “A is B” which is not a true
relation between two different objects. We filter out images
with such relations and end up with 120k images. In the fol-
lowing sections, fully grounded data (FG) is used to refer to
any sample from the three sets described in this section.

Text-Augmented Data: While fully grounded data is
scarce and hard to annotate, it is considerably easier to
obtain images annotated with textual captions. We aim
to show how automatically extracted hsubject, relation,
objecti triplets from captions can help on this task even
when no box annotations are provided. We use two data
sources: COCO [29] and Conceptual Captions (CC3M [38]
+ CC12M [4] referred together as CC). COCO includes
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120k images, 5 captions for each image, and bounding box
annotations for 80 categories. Despite having box annota-
tions, the COCO dataset does not contain a mapping be-
tween object annotations and references to objects in text
descriptions. Moreover, object boxes are only annotated for
80 object categories, which does not cover the full range
of objects mentioned in captions. Hence, we use COCO as
an ungrounded data source. Additionally, we augment our
use of COCO with Localized Narrative descriptions [34] to
get more varied subjects, objects and relations. This combi-
nation of ungrounded image-text data from COCO and CC
is meant to provide additional supervision from an external
source. Using image-text pairs, we can extract hsubject, re-
lation, objecti triplets with a dependency parser [17]. We
also generate noisy box locations for the input subjects in
these triplets using GLIP [28] but leave target objects un-
grounded without any corresponding box locations.

4.2. Test-Train Splits

Our test splits are all based on the Open Images v6 val-
idation and testing sets which contain 7,000 images with
20,000 hsubject, relation, objecti triplets. Evaluating vi-
sual relation prediction tasks is challenging as some rela-
tions such as hsitting on, chairi are overly represented in the
dataset to an extent that a model could be relying entirely on
dataset statistics. To avoid models from taking advantage of
the highly skewed distribution of hsubject, relation, objecti
triplets and in order to test whether models can generalize
to under-represented hsubject, relation, objecti triplets, we
devise two test splits designed to under-sample the triplets
included in the training splits. First, we select all relation-
object pairs from the parsed captions obtained from COCO
and CC that occur between 100 and 20,000 times. Among
those, 104 relation-object pairs also appear in the test split
of Open Images V6. We divide these unique 104 unique
relation-object pairs into two non-overlapping sets which
we denote as Rel-Obj Set A, and Rel-Obj Set B, each with
52 unique relation-object pairs. Table 1 shows a detailed
count of how many samples exist for each of these relation-
object pairs across all our data sources. Next, we describe
our testing and training splits:

Test A: This test split consists of ⇠4k samples belonging
to any of the hsubject, relation, objecti triplets covered by
the 52 unique relation-object pairs in the Rel-Obj Set A set.

Test B: This test split includes ⇠4k samples belonging to
any of the hsubject, relation, objecti triplets covered by the
52 unique relation-object pairs in the Rel-Obj Set B set.

Full Test: This test split includes the full test set samples
of OIv6 containing ⇠20k fully grounded samples hsubject,
relation, objecti triplets.

Base Training Split: Consists of fully grounded training
samples. However, we remove half of the samples be-

Source Obj-Loc
Rel-Obj

Set A

Rel-Obj

Set B

Full

Rel-Obj Set

VG [25] X 23k 37k 2M
Flickr30k [33] X 5k 5k 277k
OIv6 [26] X 68k 104k 350k
COCO [6, 29]* - 49k 36k 85k
CC [4, 38]* - 38k 56k 94k

OIv6 (test) [26] X 4k 4k 20k

Table 1. Rel-Obj Set A focuses on a set of 52 unique relation-
object pairs, and Rel-Obj Set B focuses on a non-overlapping set
of 52 unique pairs. This table shows how many individual samples
exist in each of the data sources we use to construct our training
and test splits for each of these relations. (*) For ungrounded text-
augmented data sources we only consider samples included in the
104 unique relation-object pairs in Test A and B.

longing to relation-object pairs present in Rel-Obj Set A:
⇠11.5k from VG, ⇠2.5k from Flickr30k and ⇠34k from
OIv6 (Table 1). Our goal is to skew the distribution be-
tween the training and test splits so that the relation-object
pairs present in the test split of Test A are underrepresented
in the training split. We additionally remove all the samples
that include triplets containing relation-object pairs present
in Rel-Obj Set B: ⇠37k from VG, ⇠5k from Flickr30k and
⇠104k from OIv6, (Table 1). This will make Test B chal-
lenging since the relation-object pairs in this part of the test
set will not be present in this training split.

Text-Augmented Training Split: This training split in-
cludes all the fully grounded samples in the base train-
ing split and additionally includes ungrounded samples that
were automatically annotated from textual captions: ⇠85k
from COCO and ⇠94k from CC. These samples were ob-
tained by filtering COCO and CC to target the 104 relation-
object pairs targeted by both Test A and Test B. The goal is to
demonstrate compositional generalization from ungrounded
samples to grounded but underrepresented (Test A), and un-
seen hsubject, relation, objecti triplets (Test B).

5. Method

In this section, we describe our proposed SCoRDNet
model. Figure 2 shows an overview of our model, as used
in two different training modes of supervision. Our model
consists of four transformer models, an image encoder, an
input text encoder, a multimodal fusion encoder, and an out-
put auto-regressive decoder. Here we describe these com-
ponents along with our proposed decoding process.

5.1. Model

We cast the problem of subject-conditional relation de-
tection as a sequence-to-sequence model where the input
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is an image I coupled with an input token sequence repre-
senting the input subject s and its box location bs, and the
output is a sequence of tokens representing the predicted
relation-object pair hr, oi and the corresponding object lo-
cation coordinates bo. The left part of Figure 2 shows an
overview of this process for a given input fully grounded
training sample. In order to cast the input and output coor-
dinates for the grounded samples as tokens, it is necessary
to discretize them. For a given set of box coordinates (x1,
y1, x2, y2) and a corresponding image with height h and
width w, the goal is to discretize the coordinates as:

(P
x1

w
,P

y1
h
, P

x2

w
,P

y2
h
), (3)

with a pre-defined number P representing the total number
of position tokens. Additionally, we add special separator
tokens to indicate the start and the end of box coordinates.

SCoRDNet consists of an image transformer encoder Fv

which encodes images into a sequence of image features
{Ii}NI

i=1, and a text transformer encoder Ft which encodes
subjects with position tokens as a sequence of text features
{Tj}NT

j=1. Then, a multimodal fusion encoder Fm will fuse
image and text features through cross-attention layers and
produce a context vector z. Finally, the output context vec-
tor z of the multimodal fusion encoder Fm is forwarded to
a decoder transformer Fd which is trained auto-regressively
to predict a relation, an object, and its corresponding box
coordinate locations as a sequence of tokens.

Our model is trained to predict a context vector
z = Fm(Fv(I), Ft(s, bs)), which is then used to predict an
output relation-object pair along with a bounding box using
the auto-regressive transformer decoder hr, oi, bo = Fd(z).
During training, the model is optimized to minimize a
loss function L(hr, oi, bo, Fd(z)) that aims to produce a
sequence from the transformer decoder that matches the
true relation-object pair. During inference, predictions
are obtained by sampling from the transformer decoder:
hr, oi, bo ⇠ Fd(z). This same model can be trained with
ungrounded relation-object pairs for which a set of ob-
ject box coordinates is not available by simply optimizing
L(hr, oi, Fd(z)) for samples that do not contain a box corre-
sponding to the object in the relation. However, our model
can still be used to sample a full length sequence contain-
ing a relation-object pair as well as the object location. We
show on the right part of Figure 2 an overview of how this
process works. During training, we can simply skip com-
puting the loss terms for input tokens that are not provided
in the ground truth output sequences (e.g., boxes).
Loss: We use a standard cross-entropy loss to train our
model. Let H(·, ·) be the cross-entropy function, then we
compute the cross-entropy between the current target token
and generated token conditioned on the input image, subject
sequence, and previous tokens as follows:

Algorithm 1 Two-stage decoding
Input: I: Input image
Input: hs, bsi: Input subject, and subject box
Input: K: Number of desired output relation-object pairs
Output: {hrk, oki}, bok : Output relation-object pairs and boxes

1: function BEAMSEARCH(F, z, {tk},K, [EOS])
2: return top K sequences from F (z, {tk}) ending in [EOS]
3: end function

4: z  Fm(Fv(I), Ft(hs, bsi))
5: {hrk, oki} BEAMSEARCH(Fd, z, ;,K, [@])
6: for hrk, oki in {hrk, oki} do

7: bok  BEAMSEARCH(Fd, z, hrk, oki, 1, [SEP])
8: end for

zi = Fm (Fv(Ii), Ft(hsi, bsii)) (4)

L =

NX

i=1

X

k

H(tk, Fd (t0:k�1, zi)) , (5)

where N is the number of training samples, Ii is the input
image, hsi, bsii is an input subject and subject-box encoded
as a sequence of tokens, and tk is a token at a given time
step k for ground truth annotation hhri, oii, boii encoded as
a sequence of tokens. For ungrounded samples these tokens
tk are encoding only the ground truth annotation hri, oii.

5.2. Two-step Decoding

We could sample output relation-object pairs along with
object-locations using beam search directly from our de-
coder such that {hr, oi}, bo ⇠ Fd. However, we find that
this leads to a lack of diversity in the predicted relation-
object pairs due to the disparity in the vocabulary for
relation-object tokens and box location tokens. Hence, we
rely on a Two-step decoding process where first a diverse
set of K relation object pairs {hrk, oki} are decoded, and
then a corresponding set of object boxes bok are decoded
conditional on the relation-object pairs. This two-step de-
coding process is described in Algorithm 1, where we rely
on a beam search function that decodes a sequence of K
tokens given an input decoder F , conditional state vector
z, and a partially generated output sequence tk. Addition-
ally, this function takes as a parameter a custom end-of-
sequence token. First, we perform beam search to decode
relation-object pairs until we encounter the end of sequence
token [@] which we use to separate relation-object pairs
and object-location box coordinates, and then we decode
box locations one by one conditioned on the same input but
with a partially generated output sequence comprised of the
relation-object pair. We decode until finding the end-of-
sequence token [SEP].
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Rel-Object Object-Loc

Split Model R@1 R@3 R@1 R@3

Test A
Base 39.94 82.19 29.08 57.06
Text-aug. 43.61 83.91 31.75 58.58

Test B
Base 0.74 4.78 0.67 4.36
Text-aug. 18.71 33.80 15.14 26.75

Full Test
Base 49.84 69.22 36.54 50.37
Text-aug. 53.48 75.51 39.36 55.38

Table 2. Results for our three test splits in our benchmark. The
base model was trained while removing 50% of training samples
with triplets in Test A and by removing all samples for triplets
present in Test B. These results highlight how our Text-augmented
model is able to take advantage of ungrounded samples to gener-
alize to both unseen and under-sampled relation-object pairs, not
only for predicting their correct relation but also object locations.

6. Experiment Settings

Implementation Details. For the image encoder Fv ,
the text encoder Ft and the multimodal fusion encoder
Fm we adopt the architecture and pre-trained encoders of
PEVL [44], which is a joint vision-language transformer
which is in turn based on the ALBEF model [27] but us-
ing additional grounded supervision with box coordinates
as input tokens. Our transformer-based model contains one
12-layer vision transformer [12] as the image encoder, one
6-layer text transformer [11, 40] as the text encoder, one
6-layer multimodal transformer encoder to combine image
and text information and one 6-layer transformer decoder to
generate target sequences. The hidden size for each layer is
768 and the number of attention heads is 12. The decoder
follows the same architecture as the multimodal transformer
encoder but using masked self-attention layers, and its pa-
rameters are initialized using the weights from the multi-
modal transformer encoder. Code and data are available1.

Evaluation metrics. We report Recall@K for all the ex-
periments. For each subject and its bounding box, we keep
different numbers of sequences from beam search – which
is our mechanism for decoding. For example, Recall@3
indicates we keep 3 relation, object, object-boxes with the
highest scores. We split the outputs into two parts: relation-
object (Rel-Object) and object-location (Object-Loc). If
one predicted text part among K returned sequences belongs
to the ground truth text part or its synsets, we count this
sample as positive for text evaluation. If one predicted text
is “correct”, we keep looking at the predicted box, and if
the predicted box and ground truth box have IoU � 0.5, this
sample is counted as positive for the bounding box part.

1https://github.com/uvavision/SCoRD

Rel-Object Object-Loc

IoU Methods R@1 R@3 R@1 R@3

0.5

RelTR [8] 29.71 49.75 24.64 42.92
SCoRDNet 65.60 83.80 24.88 40.81

Motif [48] 25.83 41.79 23.22 37.05
SCoRDNet 65.17 82.31 23.38 39.97

0.4
RelTR [8] 29.71 49.75 26.64 44.84
SCoRDNet 65.60 83.80 30.71 49.02

Motif [48] 25.83 41.79 24.17 38.55
SCoRDNet 65.17 82.31 30.33 49.37

0.3

RelTR [8] 29.71 49.75 27.18 46.03
SCoRDNet 65.60 83.80 35.47 55.70

Motif [48] 25.83 41.79 29.72 39.73
SCoRDNet 65.17 82.31 34.60 55.61

Table 3. Comparison with general scene-graph generation mod-
els on OIv6-SCoRD. SCoRDNet compares favorably against the
strong Motif model [48] and the recently proposed RelTR [8]. For
this experiment all methods were trained on Visual Genome [25].

7. Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows the main results from our experiments us-
ing the training and testing splits defined in Section 4. The
base model is trained on the Base Training Split. For our
Text-augmented model results, we train another model us-
ing the Text-Augmented Training Split. We report our re-
sults on Test A, Test B, and Full Test with R@1 and R@3
for both predicted relation-object pairs and object-location
coordinates. The results in Table 2 show considerable im-
provements to the overall prediction of relation-object pairs
and object-locations using our text-augmented model across
all tests. These results demonstrate the usefulness of adding
text-augmented samples even if they do not have object
locations. Suppose that our training set does not have
many training samples for cutting orange, which causes our
model to be weaker for this pair. However, our model has
already learned how to localize oranges from relation-object
pairs such as eating orange or holding orange. Any in-
ability to predict cutting orange is due solely to not seeing
enough examples for this relation-object pair. Hence, by
simply adding more image-text data to show images with
cutting orange, even if we do not have fully grounded sam-
ples, the model can quickly learn to predict this association.

Next, our results for the relation-object pairs in Test B

are a lot better than the base model. The base results are
understandably quite low since this model has not seen any
example for relation-object pairs present in Test B. How-
ever, it is remarkable how our model regains the ability to
not only predict these pairs but also ground them by solely
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relying on text-augmented data for these classes. We reit-
erate that our model has never seen any grounded data for
these relation-object pairs. Hence, the results come solely
from compositional transfer from other pairs and the weak
signal from our text augmentation. While our results al-
ready show a huge improvement via text augmentation, we
want to emphasize that the augmentation is solely coming
from out-of-domain image sources compared to our test set,
which makes it even more attractive. However, text aug-
mentation done from an in-domain source image provides
even higher performance. We show an experiment compar-
ing in-domain vs out-of-domain ungrounded sample aug-
mentation in the supplementary materials.

7.1. Comparisons to existing work.

We have chosen to use a unique input-output paradigm
for relationship detection and grounding, which as ex-
plained in Section 5, offers many benefits and offers a more
convenient setup for collecting more data in the future. This
setup also allows easy use of image-text data for almost lim-
itless expansion. However, our setup also makes it relatively
difficult to put our contributions in the context of existing
work. Here we show that our method is actually compa-
rable to scene graph generation methods and other related
methods when using the same data sources.

Comparisons to Scene Graph Generation. To compare
with scene graph generation (SGG) methods, we keep the
same 104 relation-object pairs from our Rel-Obj Set A and
Rel-Obj Set B (since we already have parsed results for text-
based augmentation for these). Then, we obtain predic-
tions from both our method and existing work on this set
and measure R@K for both relation-object pairs and object-
locations. However, there are some key differences between
our model compared with existing SGG methods. Hence,
we have made a few changes in the evaluation to allow for
a fair comparison of our model. There are two main con-
cerns: (1) Our method gets the subject box as input whereas

SGG methods do not: To equalize for this, we only con-
sider predictions from samples where SGG methods cor-
rectly predict the subject box. So, for these samples, both
methods have the same level of information; (2) Our method

is trained and evaluated on OIv6, whereas SGG methods

are only trained on VG: For this experiment, we trained a
model variant on a dataset that excludes all training sam-
ples from OIv6 and we only use grounded data from VG +
ungrounded expansion from COCO+CC. This reduces the
total possible relation-object pairs from 104 to just 28; This
will be our test bed for this experiment.

The results of this experiment are shown in Table 3
where we show considerably better results in almost all set-
tings compared to the popular Neural Motif [48] model for
scene graph prediction as well as the recent detector-free
model RelTR [8]. Since our method is not trained to pre-

Methods Rel-Object Object-Loc

R@1 R@3 R@1 R@3

TAP [32] + GLIP 16.31 29.18 11.64 21.31
SCoRDNet (Ours) 63.16 91.53 49.50 71.46

Table 4. We compare our results against a specialized attribute
prediction model combined with an open-vocabulary object detec-
tion model (GLIP [28]) on 100 relation-object pairs in from the
Full Test set that are in the vocabulary for TAP.

dict tight bounding boxes using box proposal networks or
additional box refinement objectives, we report numbers at
varying levels of IOU instead of just a default value of 0.5,
showing that a potential combination of our method with
box refinement techniques could potentially lead to more
improvements.

We observe that our relation-object pair prediction is al-
most twice as good compared to both of these methods, and
at a lower IOU threshold, our method far outperforms box
prediction as well. This shows that our method has learned
to use text supervision effectively for relation grounding
(even if at a coarser grounding threshold, such as IOU <
0.5). While there is some room for improvement in our
model in terms of refining the box predictions to better ad-
here to object boundaries, we believe that these results al-
ready show comparable, if not better, results for our model
even when compared fairly to traditional scene graph meth-
ods. In addition, our decoder-based unification comes with
many other benefits as described earlier.

Other Comparisons. Another closely related work is the
recently proposed TAP [32] model for attribute prediction.
This model is trained to predict related attributes for a given
query of object names and boxes which is similar to our
setup. This work also considers relation-object pairs as
attributes of an object, so it is possible to obtain relation-
object pair predictions from this model. By combining TAP
with GLIP [28], we can obtain both text and box prediction.
If GLIP generates multiple bounding boxes for one object,
we keep the box closest to the ground truth subject bound-
ing box. We find that TAP can predict 100 relation-object
pairs in the Full Test set, and we report results on these 100
relation-object pairs in Table 4. We find that in both com-
parison settings, our work can far outperform this potential
solution in both text and box predictions. The TAP model
was generously provided by the original authors in order to
conduct this experiment.

7.2. Ablation Experiments

Effect of adding more image-text data. Our earlier re-
sults have already shown that adding text data can help im-
prove prediction and grounding for both previously seen
and unseen relation-object pairs. Here we want to explore
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subject:	woman
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

holds	flower

subject:	woman
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

holding	balloon

Base Text-aug
Test	A

subject:	man
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

wears	goggles

subject:	man
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

wears	goggles

Base Text-aug
Test	B

subject:	man
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

on	chair

subject:	man
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

on	bed

subject:	man
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

holds	microphone

subject:	man
predicted	relation-object	pairs:

holds	mobile	phone

Figure 3. Qualitative results from the models trained with and without text augmentation from COCO and CC. “Base” indicates results
generated by the model trained with 50% training samples for the relation-object pairs in Rel-Obj Set A and no samples for the relation-
object pairs in Rel-Obj Set B. “Text-aug.” indicates results generated by the model trained with Text-Augmented Training Split.

how adding more data over time might affect this. To do
this, we set our evaluation split to only contain the sam-
ples from Test A + Test B. Then, our base training split
is constructed so that all the training samples of the 104
relation-object pairs belonging to Rel-Obj Set A and Rel-

Obj Set B are removed. We refer to this ablation training set
as ATS. Then, we incrementally add image-text augmen-
tation with COCO and CC15M. The results are presented
in Table 5, which clearly shows that the inclusion of more
data has additive effects. This suggests that our model can
very effectively scale to include new relation-object pairs
that do not have any grounded data during training, and
we can anticipate it to continue getting better with more
samples from vast collections of image-text pairs on the
internet. For example, resources such as LAION-2B and
LAION-400M [37], COYO-700M [3], and RedCaps [10]
can potentially be used which can add hundreds of millions
of additional text-augmentation.

Additional ablation studies are included in the supple-
mentary material such as studying the effect of removing
more samples from the relation-object pairs from Rel-Obj

Set A. Currently we remove 50% of the samples but we
show that our results hold when removing less 25% or more
samples 75%. Finally, we show in Figure 3 some quali-
tative results for relation-object pairs and object-locations
predicted by our models with and without text augmenta-
tion.

8. Conclusion

The SCoRD task combined with generation-based re-
lation detection offers several advantages. To expand the

Data Rel-Object Object-Loc

R@1 R@3 R@1 R@3

ATS 0.64 3.87 0.62 2.82
ATS + COCO 8.74 20.24 6.74 13.95
ATS + COCO + CC 20.96 37.59 12.20 20.74

Table 5. Effect of additional text augmentation from image cap-
tions, starting from a base training on the Ablation Training Set
(ATS) (See Sec. 7.2). Considerable gains are obtained by text-
augmented data without any additional box information.

number and variety of relation-object pairs, we can sim-
ply provide sparse box annotations for a small amount of
additional data, and combine them with a larger amount
of ungrounded image-text data to obtain the same bene-
fits as annotating a lot of expensive box annotations. In
summary, we proposed subject-conditional relation detec-
tion (SCoRD) which is an alternative way to obtain a re-
lation graph given a query object. We also propose a
new transformer-based model which allows us to effectively
tackle this task. SCoRD, combined with our method al-
lows us to easily utilize image-text paired data to further
enhance relation prediction, even when there are no annota-
tions present in the base training set for these relationships.
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